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There are attached hereto the material which we have 
been able to compile in accordance with the Director's comments this yw 
morning covering several points concerning the above-entitled matter. (yv ¢ 
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These comments briefly pertain to the following items i \ 
which were referred to: rn 
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wi i 
1. Set forth is the proposed letter which was prepared S J 4 5° 

several weeks ago to be used in answering criticism relative to our | \' 

reporting of the results of the autopsy examination. Acopy ofthis. i M 
proposed letter is attached. In addition, background material is also f Ns 
attached covering the conference with Justice Fortas containing comments L 
of the Director. See Tr 3. 

2. There is set forth the type of criticism of the FBI by 

various authors, which criticism is primarily leveled at.the FBI's report 
concerning the medical findings pertaining to the autopsy examination. In 
addition, we have set forth the comments of the Warren Commission as 

contained inits report concerning the FBI. se fq 4 

3. Wé have set forth the Director's statements concerning 
the State Department' s action in the Oswald case: a. before the Warren 
Commission; b. beforé the Appropriations Subcommittee. 3«¢ ("9 4 

4. The Warren Commission was formed on November 29, 
1963, and our first report was submitted to the Warren Commission on, 

December 9, 1963. The report was made ayailabletc the President the 
sarve date, The Warren Commission did include some comments. verbatim, 

Some excerpts and in some instances, paraphrased the results le 

November 26, 1963. ‘Thereafter, to further verify the infornration developed, 

lwe-conducted-thousands-of interviews-and nuniérous Laboratory examinations 
we made. We also conducted specific investigation at the request of the 
Warren Commission, 3c [94 7 
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There are attached hereto the material which we have 

been able to compile in accordance with the Director's comments this 

morning covering several points concerning the above-entitled matter. 

These comments briefly pertain to the following items 
which were referred to: 

1. Set forth is the proposed letter which was prepared 
several weeks ago to be used in answering criticism relative to our 

reporting of the results of the autopsy examination. A copy of this 
proposed letter is attached. In addition, background material is also 
attached covering the conference with Justice Fortas containing comments 
of the Director. See sia 3. 
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2. There is set forth the type of criticism of the FBI by 
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3. We have set forth the Director's statements concernin® j 
the State Cet, bets s action in the Oswald case: a. ‘before the Warren // 
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